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The Insight You Need for Ultimate Website Performance
Make your website faster and see how it is experienced by visitors in different locations and those
using different devices and network speeds.
Monsido’s Performance module allows you to automatically identify elements that slow down your
website and prioritize issues identified based on potential impact and difficulty.
Scanning for Google Web Vitals metrics, understand your website’s content loading speed,
interactivity, and visual stability.

Key Features
Real-Time Performance Score

Get a pulse on your overall website
performance score (0-100) based on
Google Web Vitals.
Experience Page Experience Insights
by visitor profile

Gain a comprehensive understanding of all
measures that affect your site performance
based on a visitor’s location, network
speed, and device.
Prioritize by impact or by difficulty
Get easy-to-understand recommendations
for all issues identified and sort by priority
or by difficulty to balance quick fixes with
those that will have the biggest impact.
Monitor your progress

See the history of all performance metrics
over time to understand how your website
activity impacts Core Web Vitals.

Book a
Free
Demo
www.monsido.com/request-demo

About Monsido

Improve website performance

Monsido is a leading web governance

Optimize site performance with real-time Core Web Vital insights across different visitor profiles and
get customized recommendations that will make an impact, fast.

solution designed to enable organizations
to deliver a superior and inclusive user
experience across their digital presence
and support their journey to ensure
communications are open, optimized,
and compliant. The Monsido Platform
includes a cohesive suite of tools for web
accessibility, website quality assurance,
brand and content compliance, user

Keep on top of Page Experience
Website performance goes beyond just load speed. Nothing frustrates a user like a page that jumps
around or is unusable even though it has been visually loaded. Use your performance score and
metrics to improve how quick your content is available for interaction and how visually stable the page
is upon loading.

consent management, social and web
content archiving, and more.Monsido is a
brand of digital compliance, web
accessibility, and records management
solutions company Optimere. For more
information, visit monsido.com. Monsido
has offices in the United States, United

Reap the benefits of good site performance
The faster and more stable a page is, the higher conversion you can expect. What’s more, Google’s
Page Experience Algorithm update looks specifically at how sites perform across Core Web Vital
metrics.

Kingdom, Australia, and Denmark. For
more information, visit
www.monsido.com
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